INTRODUCTION
The city of Victor is in need of space to host local events,
art fairs, farmer’s markets, and out-door concerts. A site
is available at 3rd Street between Victor and Diamond
Avenues, and has a collection of 6 lots that are within the
town ownership. These lots are undeveloped, have a 12’
tall rock wall along the west side (or back) of the lots and a
building on the south side. Above the rock wall is room for
parking off the alley. Informal paths have been developed
which climb from the lower lot to the upper alley and this
activity is seen as a site development opportunity. Between the sidewalk and rock wall the 6 lots are relatively
level and provide a great location for a future plaza within
the downtown district of Victor. This lower plaza level is
protected from the winds and has historic visual interest.
From above the wall views of the entire valley to the east
are possible.
At a recent stakeholder meeting a number of uses for the

site were discussed including the need for some downtown merchant and resident parking, a safe school bus
pick up area, and the need for a town plaza to host a
range of all season activities. Designs were sketched out
after that local input and presented to the group the following day. These designs are refined and included within
this report.
Opportunities identified are a paved plaza for local events,
possible stage for performances, a structured stair from
the lower plaza to the upper level parking, landscape
buffers, screen fencing of the lots to the north, sidewalk
enhancements and a bus shelter for the pedestrians and
school children. Each of these ideas were explored with
the conceptual designs. Design layout at the local charrette and as presented here do not represent accurate site
conditions or structural studies for paving, construction or
other final design phase considerations.
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The two day design charrette incorporated
a site visit, and two stakeholder meetings to
understand the design needs and issues of
a downtown parking plaza. While in Victor
the Pridian Design Staff created a conceptual
master plan and rough sketches to present at
the final meeting.
Included are drawings of solutions to grading
and parking challenges, as well as an aerial
sketch of a stage and scenic overlook tower.
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FINAL CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

The final conceptual historic plaza design blends
seamlessly into the character of Victor. Suggested
paving is reddish purple brick and buff colored
pavers. The purple hue adds richness to the design
and implies the regal and wealthy history of the
town. An arch is incorporated into the stage cover
and the entry sign. Arches are prevalent in the existing architecture and can be seen in old photographs.

Stakeholders expressed concerns about the safety of
students at the bus stop, so a trolley inspired shelter
provides a safe and fun place to congregate.
Most importantly, the design fulfills to two primary
needs of the downtown. The plaza provides additional
parking and a beautiful setting for concerts, outdoor
movies, festivals and dances.

ENTRY PERSPECTIVE

This conceptual rendering illustrates how the
design would look from the sidewalk entry on the
northeast corner of the plaza. The scene is active
with shoppers, tourists and residents listening to
the band on stage, walking the widened sidewalk
and entering the trolley shaped bus stop.

On the back wall of a historic building is the
modern vintage mural of a movie curtain, it’s to
be used as a screen during outdoor cinema nights.
Hardy pink roses, rosa rugosa, fill the landscape
beds to add color and to recall the name of the mine
shaft under the site, Mount Rosa Mine.

Victor Downtown Plaza

Cost Estimate

* Based on conceptual plans not for bid comparison.
Item

Unit

Cost/Unit

Quan

Cost

Phase Cost

Lower Plaza
Plaza Paving (brick)
Plaza Landscaping
Seat Wall
Screening Fencing
Entry sign
Stage (raised + hookups)

SqFt
LS
Face SqFt
LinFt
LS
LS

$
$
$
$
$
$

11
1
12
8
1,000
5,000

11,000
5000
172
120
1
1

$121,000
$5,000
$2,064
$960
$1,000
$5,000

$135,024

Bus Shelter (modified rail car) LS
Stairs to upper level
ea
Star Walls
Face SqFt
Overlook Walls
Face SqFt
Railings, Lighting, etc.
LS

$
$
$
$
$

5,000
36
1,500
450
3,000

1
125
15
15
1

$5,000
$4,500
$22,500
$6,750
$3,000

$41,750

$
$
$

7
1,000
5

2000
1
800

$14,000
$1,000
$4,000

$19,000

Linkages and Sidewalk

Upper Level
Parking improvements
Landscape buffer
Trail Connection, 8' paved

SqFt
LS
LinFt

SubTotal
Engineering and Architectural
Contingency (unforseen site conditions-prep)
TOTAL Estimate

10%
20%

$195,774
$19,577
$39,155
$254,506

